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Abstract
Objective
To assess the safety and eﬃcacy of elamipretide, an aromatic-cationic tetrapeptide that readily
penetrates cell membranes and transiently localizes to the inner mitochondrial membrane
where it associates with cardiolipin, in adults with primary mitochondrial myopathy (PMM).
Methods
A Study Investigating the Safety, Tolerability, and Eﬃcacy of MTP-131 for the Treatment of
Mitochondrial Myopathy (MMPOWER) was a phase I/II multicenter, randomized, doubleblind, placebo-controlled trial of elamipretide in 36 participants with genetically conﬁrmed
PMM. Participants were randomized to intravenous elamipretide (0.01, 0.1, and 0.25 mg/kg/h
or placebo for 2 hours in a dose-escalating sequence). The primary eﬃcacy measure was the
change in distance walked in the 6-minute walk test (6MWT) after 5 days of treatment. Other
eﬃcacy measures included changes in cardiopulmonary exercise testing parameters, in
participant-reported symptoms, and in serum and urinary biomarkers. Safety, tolerability, and
pharmacokinetics were also measured.
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Results
Participants who received the highest dose of elamipretide walked a mean of 64.5 m farther at
day 5 compared to a change of 20.4 m in the placebo group (p = 0.053). In addition, there was
a dose-dependent increase in distance walked on the 6MWT with elamipretide treatment (p =
0.014). In a model that adjusted for additional covariates possibly aﬀecting response, the
adjusted change for the highest dose of elamipretide was 51.2 vs 3.0 m in the placebo group (p =
0.0297). No signiﬁcant diﬀerences were observed in other eﬃcacy and safety endpoints.
Conclusions
Elamipretide increased exercise performance after 5 days of treatment in patients with PMM
without increased safety concerns. These ﬁndings, as well as additional functional and patientreported measures, remain to be tested in larger trials with longer treatment periods to detect
other potential therapeutic beneﬁts in individuals aﬀected by this condition.
Classification of evidence
This trial provides Class I evidence that for patients with PMM, elamipretide improved the
distance walked on the 6MWT.
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Glossary
ANCOVA = analysis of covariance; ATP = adenosine triphosphate; CPET = cardiopulmonary exercise testing; FGF-21 =
ﬁbroblast growth factor-21; MMPOWER = A Study Investigating the Safety, Tolerability, and Eﬃcacy of MTP-131 for the
Treatment of Mitochondrial Myopathy; mtDNA = mitochondrial DNA; NMDAS = Newcastle Mitochondrial Disease Adult
Scale; PMD = primary mitochondrial disorder; PMM = primary mitochondrial myopathy; 6MWT = 6-minute walk test.

Primary mitochondrial disorders (PMDs) are a heterogeneous group of genetic diseases causing impaired mitochondrial respiration1–5 and are considered among the most
common inherited metabolic disorders in humans, with
a prevalence in adults of ≈1 in 4,300.1,6 PMDs can aﬀect
almost any organ but mostly aﬀect those with high energy
demands (nervous system, skeletal muscle, heart, kidney, and
retina).1 PMDs cause several well-recognized syndromes,
with muscular involvement being common in the adult patient. In a survey of 290 patients with PMD, muscle weakness,
chronic fatigue, exercise intolerance, gastrointestinal problems, and balance problems were the 5 most common
symptoms experienced in >75% of patients.7 Primary
mitochondrial myopathy (PMM) is a PMD aﬀecting predominantly, but not exclusively, skeletal muscle.8 PMM can
be very disabling and adversely aﬀects patients’ quality of
life9,10 with no available treatments to be used aside from
palliative approaches.1,9,11

was obtained from each participant or from his or her legal
representative in accordance with international guidelines,
including the Declaration of Helsinki and Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences International
Ethical Guidelines (NCT02367014).

Methods

Trial design and participants
The trial was designed with 3 sequential ascending-dose
cohorts of 12 participants, 9 of whom received elamipretide
and 3 received placebo. The sample size was based on precedent set by other phase I/II studies of a similar nature and
design and the number chosen to allow appropriate pharmacokinetic studies. Eligible participants were ≥16 and ≤65
years of age with PMM caused by either a nuclear DNA or
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) mutation known to aﬀect
mitochondrial respiration (table e-1, links.lww.com/WNL/
A309). The investigators reviewed both the genetic and
phenotypic ﬁndings in each participant to unanimously afﬁrm the molecular pathogenicity and genotype-phenotype
correlation (table e-2). The inclusion criterion for muscle
symptoms was deﬁned as a score of ≥2 (able to walk
<1,000 m on a ﬂat surface; restricted on inclines or stairs;
rest needed after 1 ﬂight [12 steps]) on Section I, question 9
(exercise tolerance) or a score of ≥2 (mild but clear proximal
weakness in hip ﬂexion and shoulder abduction [Medical
Research Council score 4 of 5]; minimal weakness in elbow
ﬂexion and knee extension [Medical Research Council score
4+ of 5, both examined with the joint at 90°]) on Section III,
question 5 (myopathy) of the Newcastle Mitochondrial
Disease Adult Scale (NMDAS).20 Participants also had to be
able to complete a 6-minute walk test (6MWT). Medications and dietary supplements were required to be unchanged for at least a month before randomization and
were to be continued during the trial. Those with either
uncontrolled diabetes mellitus or signiﬁcant cardiac
(i.e., conduction abnormalities, cardiomyopathy, uncontrolled hypertension) or neurologic (scores ≥4 on selected neurologic questions of the NMDAS) disorders were
excluded from the trial (i.e., severe ataxia, prior strokes with
deﬁcit, active seizures).

Standard protocol approvals, registrations,
and patient consents
A Study Investigating the Safety, Tolerability, and Eﬃcacy of
MTP-131 for the Treatment of Mitochondrial Myopathy
(MMPOWER) was a phase I/II multicenter, randomized,
double-blind, placebo-controlled multiple ascending-dose
trial in participants with genetically conﬁrmed PMM. The
trial was conducted in 4 US sites and was approved by individual institutional review committees. Informed consent

Randomization and masking
Assignment to treatment groups within each cohort was determined by a computer-generated random sequence using an
Interactive Web-Response System to assign identical glass
vials containing either the elamipretide or a placebo, which
consisted of the same formulation without elamipretide. The
pharmacists, trial staﬀ, sponsor, and participants were blinded
to the treatment given.

Elamipretide is an aromatic-cationic tetrapeptide that readily
penetrates cell membranes and transiently localizes to the
inner mitochondrial membrane where it associates with
cardiolipin. Through this mechanism of action, elamipretide is
thought to restore energy production, to reduce the production of reactive oxygen species, and ultimately to increase
the energy (adenosine triphosphate [ATP]) supplied to affected cells and organs.12,13 In preclinical studies, elamipretide
increased the synthesis of ATP and reduced reactive oxygen
species production regardless of the speciﬁc mitochondrial
abnormality causing the impaired mitochondrial
respiration.14–18 There is no observed eﬀect on normally
functioning mitochondria.19
The primary objective of this trial was to evaluate the safety
and eﬃcacy of a 5-day administration of multiple ascending
doses of intravenous elamipretide in patients with PMM.
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Procedures and outcomes
Participants were randomized within 40 days of the screening
visit. Baseline evaluation of functional, participant-reported,
and safety assessments was completed within 24 hours of
treatment. Three escalating doses (0.01, 0.10, and 0.25 mg/
kg/h) were infused intravenously over 2 hours for 5 consecutive days in each of the 3 consecutive escalating-dose
cohorts, after which the same measures obtained at baseline
were completed for the analyses of eﬃcacy. Follow-up testing
was also done 2 days after treatment cessation.
The primary eﬃcacy measure was the change in distance
walked in the 6MWT. The 6MWT was chosen as the primary outcome because physical fatigue and exercise intolerance are among the most common symptoms of
patients with PMM, regardless of the underlying genetic
defect.21,22 In addition, skeletal muscle requires high levels
of ATP synthesis for minimal activity, and those needs
increase as much as 30-fold during exercise.15 Additional
eﬃcacy measures included change in physiologic parameters measured during cardiopulmonary exercise testing
(CPET) and changes in the values of exploratory biomarkers (serum glutathione levels, ﬁbroblast growth
factor-21 [FGF-21], urine 8-isoprostane, and 8-hydroxy-2deoxyguanosine).
CPET is a complete assessment of aerobic functional performance providing an integrated assessment of cardiovascular, pulmonary, and skeletal muscle physiologic reserve
capacity. It was performed on a stationary upright bicycle with
ECG and hemodynamic monitoring. Blood samples to measure serum lactate were collected before and within 10
minutes of completion of the exercise. Because of the physical
demands of the test, it was performed at the option of the
participant.
Participant-reported changes in symptoms were obtained
with 2 tools. The modiﬁed NMDAS (a rating scale to allow
evaluation of the progression of mitochondrial disease
symptoms and quality of life in adults) consisted of Sections I
and III, with the exception of Section III, question 10 of the
NMDAS. The Daily Symptom Questionnaire was also completed, evaluating 6 symptoms on a 0 to 10 scale (0 = none/no
symptoms and 10 = very severe symptoms): abdominal pain,
limitation of activities, muscle pain, muscle weakness, physical
fatigue, mental fatigue.
Apart from the Daily Symptom Questionnaire, all other eﬃcacy assessments were performed at baseline (day 1), at the
end of treatment (day 5), and at the end of the trial (day 7).
Safety and tolerability endpoints included adverse events and
changes from baseline in vital signs, ECGs, and clinical laboratory evaluations. Dose escalation for the drug was approved by an independent scientiﬁc medical board after
review of each dose cohort safety data.
e1214
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Statistical analysis
All analyses were performed with SAS version 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC). Continuous variables were summarized with descriptive statistics, and categorical variables were
summarized with frequency counts and percentages. The
study design and nonbinary endpoints do not allow number
needed to treat calculation or absolute risk reduction
assessment.
In this phase I/II trial, no adjustments were made to the stated
signiﬁcance level to account for the multiple eﬃcacy measures
or multiple dose groups. In general, placebo was pooled across
dosing cohorts. The primary analysis for eﬃcacy used an
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) model that included
treatment as a factor and baseline as a covariate. In addition,
for the change in the 6MWT distance, a mixed model for
repeated-measures analysis that included treatment, visit,
distance walked at screening, distance walked at baseline, and
a treatment-by-visit interaction was conducted. This model
was also used to test a linear dose eﬀect. A post hoc analysis
was also completed on the primary eﬃcacy endpoint of
change in 6MWT distance to determine whether other
covariates beyond baseline distance contributed to the change
in distance walked. Covariates considered included treatment,
baseline 6MWT distance, a baseline 6MWT distance-bytreatment interaction, screening 6MWT distance, sex, height,
weight, and randomization cohort. A backward elimination
approach was used to include only those factors with a signiﬁcance level equal to p ≤ 0.1 in the ﬁnal model. The ﬁnal
ANCOVA model derived with the backward elimination approach included distance walked in baseline 6MWT, treatment, baseline 6MWT-by-treatment interaction, and sex.
Conﬁdence intervals are provided in the tables when
appropriate.
Primary research question of this trial
The primary research question is whether the short-term intravenous use of elamipretide is safe and well tolerated and if it
improves exercise performance in adult patients with PMM.
This trial provides Class I evidence that a trial of intravenous
elamipretide in adults with PMM is well tolerated and
improves exercise performance in a dose-dependent manner
compared to placebo.

Results
Demographic and other baseline
characteristics
Forty-six participants were screened and 36 participants
were randomized between February 2015 and April 2016.
Ten screened participants were excluded because of significant cardiac disease, inability to complete the 6MWT,
morbid obesity, not being on a stable medical regimen, or
unwillingness to participate in the trial. None of the randomized participants dropped out or were lost to follow-up
(ﬁgure 1).
Neurology.org/N

Figure 1 CONSORT 2010 flowchart for the MMPOWER trial

Forty-six participants were screened for the trial. Ten were excluded because of major health concerns, including cardiac and neurologic disorders
(arrhythmias, severe ataxia), inability to perform the 6MWT, morbid obesity, recent changes in medical management, deemed unstable, or unwilling to
participate in the trial procedures. Of the 36 participants enrolled, none dropped out or were lost to follow-up. All participants performed the required trial
procedures and were included, and their information was used in the final analysis. CONSORT = Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials; MMPOWER = A
Study Investigating the Safety, Tolerability, and Efficacy of MTP-131 for the Treatment of Mitochondrial Myopathy; 6MWT = 6-minute walk test.

Overall, the majority of participants in this trial were white
(97.2%) and female (83.3%) with a mean age of 42.5 years.
Demographics of each treatment group were generally
similar to those of the overall population, with some variability observed in overall age and age ranges, sex distribution, smoking status, weight, and body mass index (table
e-1, links.lww.com/WNL/A309). The most common
genetic abnormalities of PMM were mtDNA single deletions, mtDNA transfer RNA mutations, and nuclear DNA
POLG mutations (table e-2). Similar nutritional supplements were being used in all but 1 elamipretide-treated
participant. The average daily dose administered was
1.4 mg for the 0.01–mg/kg/h dose cohort, 12.7 mg for
the 0.10–mg/kg/h dose cohort, and 29.6 mg for the
0.25–mg/kg/h dose cohort.
Neurology.org/N

Efficacy findings
Participants who received the highest dose of elamipretide
walked 64.5 m farther at day 5 compared to 20.4 m farther in
the placebo group (p = 0.053) (table 1); however, there was
no diﬀerence between the highest-dose and placebo groups 2
days after stopping treatment (61.7 vs 38.5 m, respectively;
p = 0.387). On the basis of the mixed model for repeated
measures, at day 5, there was a signiﬁcant dose-related increase in the change in distance walked in the 6MWT (p =
0.014). The ﬁnal post hoc ANCOVA model derived with the
backward elimination approach, which included distance
walked in baseline 6MWT, treatment, baseline 6MWT-bytreatment interaction, and sex as factors, resulted in an adjusted 51.2-m increase in the distance walked in highest-dose
group at day 5 compared to a 3.0-m increase for placeboNeurology | Volume 90, Number 14 | April 3, 2018
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Table 1 Summary of change from baseline in distance walked (meters) in the 6MWT after 5 days of treatment and 2 days
after treatment
Elamipretide
0.01 mg/kg/h (n = 9)

0.10 mg/kg/h (n = 9)

0.25 mg/kg/h (n = 9)

Placebo (n = 9)

363.9 (143.15)

421.9 (66.85)

360.2 (100.99)

369.8 (96.82)

Mean (SD)

14.2 (49.4)

34.3 (43.5)

65.4 (45.7)

20.9 (45.2)

LS mean

13.5

36.5

64.5

20.4

LS mean difference (90% CI)

−7.0 (−44.1, 30.1)

16.1 (−21.6, 53.8)

44.1 (7.0, 81.7)

p Value

0.752

0.475

0.053

Mean (SD)

31.8 (41.1)

35.1 (56.6)

63.6 (63.3)

39.4 (60.7)

LS mean

30.3

39.5

61.7

38.5

LS mean difference (90% CI)

−8.3 (−53.0 to 36.5)

1.0 (−44.5 to 46.4)

23.1 (−21.6 to 67.9)

p Valuea

0.756

0.972

0.387

Baseline
Mean (SD)
Change on day 5

a

Change at 2 d after treatment

Abbreviations: 6MWT = 6-minute walk test; CI = confidence interval; LS = least squares.
LS mean difference is elamipretide dose (0.01, 0.10, or 0.25 mg/kg/h) minus placebo.
a
The p value and 90% CI of the difference are based on the analysis of covariance model that included treatment as a factor and baseline measure as
a covariate.

treated participants (p = 0.0297) (ﬁgure 2), with the greatest
apparent beneﬁt for participants with a relatively shorter
distance walked at baseline in a dose-dependent manner
(ﬁgure e-1, links.lww.com/WNL/A308).
Figure 2 Change in distance walked after 5 days of treatment with elamipretide

The p value is the comparison of the high-dose arms with placebo for the
heterogeneous slope model. Change in distance walked after 5 days of
treatment with elamipretide is represented. There is a clear upward dose
response between the distance walked and the dose escalation in the
treatment arms. In a backward elimination model to adjust for additional
possible confounders (sex and the baseline distance walked–by–treatment
interaction), the difference in distance walked (at the average value of
baseline distance walked in the study of ≈380 m) was a 3.0-m increase for the
placebo-treated participants compared to 51.2 m for the highest-dose
group (p = 0.0297).
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For most parameters, baseline CPET values were similar between treatment groups (table 2). Adjusted mean VO2 max
increased over time for all treatment groups; however, those
changes were not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from those seen with
placebo. A signiﬁcant positive correlation was observed with
increasing distance walked during the 6MWT (change from
baseline) and increasing VO2 max measurements (Spearman
correlation coeﬃcient 0.4022, p = 0.0249) (table 2). Changes
in other CPET parameters varied during the trial and between
treatment groups, with no signiﬁcant diﬀerences observed
compared to placebo.
The modiﬁed NMDAS symptom scores were not signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent between any elamipretide dose group and placebo.
Small decreases in the mean total score, for most individual
items, and for Current Function (Section I) and Current
Clinical Assessment (Section III), progressing toward improvement, were observed on day 5 across treatment groups
and placebo (table e-3, links.lww.com/WNL/A309). Total
and individual item scores of the Daily Symptom Questionnaire also showed no diﬀerences between the treated and
placebo groups; however, changes toward improvements
were observed at most visits for all treatment groups. In
addition, a signiﬁcant negative correlation was observed
between the change from baseline in both distance walked
during the 6MWT and Daily Symptom Questionnaire
limitations on activities on day 5 (Spearman correlation coeﬃcient = −0.3962, p = 0.0167). There were no signiﬁcant
diﬀerences in levels of biomarkers (FGF-21, glutathione,
Neurology.org/N

Table 2 CEPT findings after 5 days of treatment with elamipretide
Elamipretide
0.01 mg/kg/h

0.10 mg/kg/h

0.25 mg/kg/h

Placebo

8

7

8

6

13.94 (4.15)

14.44 (3.93)

14.69 (4.49)

15.18 (4.28)

8

7

8

6

LS mean

0.32

2.35

0.65

2.18

LS mean difference (90% CI)

−1.86 (−4.60 to 0.88)

0.18 (−2.63 to 2.99)

−1.53 (−4.26 to 1.19)

8

7

8

8

51.8 (21.57)

67.3 (8.32)

54.3 (33.57)

56.5 (15.53)

8

7

8

8

LS mean

10.3

12.6

5.7

4.5

LS mean difference (90% CI)

5.9 (−4.5 to 16.2)

8.1 (−2.7 to 19.0)

1.3 (−9.1 to 11.6)

8

7

8

6

31.95 (8.21)

27.93 (4.53)

29.67 (3.35)

33.47 (6.38)

8

7

8

6

LS mean

0.90

−0.99

−1.80

−1.05

LS mean difference (90% CI)

1.94 (−2.10 to 5.98)

0.05 (−4.32 to 4.42)

−0.75 (−4.89 to 3.38)

8

7

7

6

8.42 (3.25)

9.06 (2.86)

8.87 (2.46)

9.15 (2.77)

8

7

7

6

LS mean

−0.51

0.78

−0.20

0.93

LS mean difference (90% CI)

−1.44 (−4.07 to 1.20)

−0.15 (−2.86 to 2.55)

−1.13 (−3.83 to 1.58)

8

7

8

6

1,227.85 (448.67)

1,193.21 (438.98)

1,086.88 (158.81)

1,225.57 (359.84)

7

7

8

6

LS mean

−120.47

193.23

72.16

182.71

LS mean difference (90% CI)

−303.18 (−610.73 to 4.36)

10.52 (−296.35 to 317.40)

−110.55 (−411.45 to 190.35)

8

7

8

6

34.99 (13.67)

48.20 (12.77)

45.20 (24.51)

36.80 (21.55)

7

7

8

6

LS mean

2.37

1.63

−7.52

−10.52

LS mean difference (90% CI)

12.89 (−4.32 to 30.10)

12.15 (−5.46 to 29.75)

3.00 (−13.93 to 19.92)

VO2max, mL/min/kg
Baseline, n
Mean (SD)
Change on day 5, n

Work, W
Baseline, n
Mean (SD)
Change on day 5, n

Ventilatory efficiency (VE/VCO2) slope
Baseline, n
Mean (SD)
Change on day 5, n

Aerobic efficiency (D02
consumption/D work ratio)
Baseline, n
Mean (SD)
Change on day 5, n

Oxygen utilization, mL
Baseline, n
Mean (SD)
Change on day 5, n

Oxygen uptake kinetics
(mean response time), s
Baseline, n
Mean (SD)
Change on day 5, n

Continued

Neurology.org/N
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Table 2 CEPT findings after 5 days of treatment with elamipretide (continued)
Elamipretide
0.01 mg/kg/h

0.10 mg/kg/h

0.25 mg/kg/h

Placebo

8

7

9

7

15.0 (6.30)

16.4 (4.69)

18.7 (6.99)

16.5 (7.77)

8

6

8

6

LS mean

3.1

13.5

1.0

4.5

LS mean difference (90% CI)

−1.4 (−13.5 to 10.7)

9.0 (−3.9 to 21.9)

−3.5 (−15.6 to 8.7)

8

7

9

7

27.3 (16.76)

47.3 (17.04)

46.8 (23.19)

31.1 (24.94)

8

6

8

7

LS mean

6.2

11.1

5.0

7.9

LS mean difference (90% CI)

−1.7 (−23.6 to 20.2)

3.1 (−21.1 to 27.4)

−2.9 (−26.1 to 20.2)

Pre-exercise lactate levels, mg/dL
Baseline, n
Mean (SD)
Change on day 5, n

Postexercise lactate levels, mg/dL
Baseline, n
Mean (SD)
Change on day 5, n

Abbreviations: CEPT = cardiopulmonary exercise test; LS = least squares.

8-isoprostane, and 8-hydroxy-2-deoxyguanosine) between
treatment groups (table e-3).
Safety evaluation
The most common adverse event was headache (6 [16.7%]
participants), followed by dizziness (3 [8.3%] participants).
For participants treated with the highest elamipretide dose or
placebo, the most common adverse event was headache
(2 [22.2%] participants in each group). There were no differences in adverse events between the treated and placebo
groups (table 3). No deaths, serious adverse events (e.g.,
deaths, hospitalizations), or adverse events leading to

participant discontinuation were reported in this trial. There
were also no clinically signiﬁcant diﬀerences in vital signs,
blood chemistries, and ECG ﬁndings between the elamipretide- and placebo-treated participants.

Discussion
In this randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trial of elamipretide in patients with PMM, a dose-dependent improvement in exercise performance was observed, as measured by
the 6MWT. These results support preclinical animal studies in
which elamipretide improved exercise performance in aged

Table 3 Safety and adverse events
Elamipretide
System organ class

0.01 mg/kg/h (n = 9)

0.10 mg/kg/h (n = 9)

0.25 mg/kg/h (n = 9)

Placebo (n = 9)

All participants (n = 36)

7 (77.8)

7 (77.8)

5 (55.6)

5 (55.6)

24 (66.7)

3 (33.3)

2 (22.2)

3 (33.3)

2 (22.2)

10 (27.8)

Headache

1 (11.1)

1 (11.1)

2 (22.2)

2 (22.2)

6 (16.7)

Dizziness

2 (22.2)

1 (11.1)

0

0

3 (8.3)

1 (11.1)

3 (33.3)

0

2 (22.2)

6 (16.7)

Abdominal pain

0

2 (22.2)

0

0

2 (5.6)

Flatulence

1 (11.1)

0

0

1 (11.1)

2 (5.6)

Serious adverse events

0

0

0

0

0

≥1 Adverse event

a

Nervous system disorders

Gastrointestinal disorders

Data shown are n (%); percentages are based on total number.
a
All other events ≤1.
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mice.15 In these preclinical animal studies, improved exercise
performance was observed only in animals with decreased
performance, not in normally functioning animals. This
ﬁnding was also observed in this trial. The ﬁnal post hoc
ANCOVA model derived with the backward elimination approach included a baseline 6MWT-by-treatment interaction
as one of the factors. The inclusion of this interaction as
a factor is supportive of participants with a greater degree of
impairment having a greater improvement in distance walked
in the 6MWT after treatment with elamipretide. This was also
suggested by a similar prespeciﬁed subgroup analysis in which
participants treated with elamipretide who walked <350 m at
screening showed greater improvement (i.e., a greater increase in distance walked) on day 5 (range 8.40–32.57 m)
compared to those who walked ≥350 m at screening (range
2.19–9.91 m).
The 6MWT was selected as the primary eﬃcacy assessment
because of its relevance to the day-to-day functioning of
patients with PMM. Muscular weakness, cardiovascular limitations, and gait disorders can inﬂuence 6MWT performance,
and any or all can be present in PMM. Limitations of the
6MWT are its variability and the ability of the technician
coaching during the test to inﬂuence the participants. The trial
minimized these concerns by excluding participants with severe cardiovascular or neurologic impairments and using
a standardized protocol for performing the test. Some initial
training eﬀect has been observed for the 6MWT in neuromuscular and chronic conditions.23 A screening 6MWT was
done for each participant before the baseline test as a way to
reduce the likelihood of observing a training eﬀect in the
evaluation of the eﬀect of elamipretide after the 5-day treatment period.
The trial also evaluated the potential eﬀect of elamipretide on
numerous CPET parameters. Interpretation of the CPET
results is complicated by participants dropping out (missing
data from 7 participants), by several other participants stopping the test before reaching their maximal predicted heart
rate because of muscle symptoms and fatigue, and by technical
problems at the sites. There was a correlation between the
change in distance walked in the 6MWT and peak oxygen
consumption in all the participants, similar to what has been
observed in other advanced chronic conditions such as heart
disease.23
Two participant-reported tools were used in this trial, the
NMDAS and the Daily Symptom Questionnaire. The
NMDAS was created to measure the chronic progression of
mitochondrial disease. The tool was not created or validated
for the PMM patient population or for the purpose of measuring a short-term treatment eﬀects. Likewise, the Daily
Symptom Questionnaire is a symptom assessment without
any prior validation. The further evaluation of elamipretide
with a ﬁt-for-purpose, speciﬁc symptom assessment tool
might be more sensitive to detect clinically meaningful
changes in clinical trials.
Neurology.org/N

In addition, several biomarkers, including FGF-21, glutathione, and urinary isoprostanes, were measured. These biomarkers are limited by their lack of speciﬁcity and unproven
ability to discriminate treatment eﬀects.24,25
Other factors may have clouded the interpretation of the trial
results. Numerous supplements and antioxidants were taken
long term by the enrolled participants. Only some of these
compounds have been tested in clinical trials, with no clear
proven eﬃcacy or positive eﬀect (e.g., dichloroacetate, creatine, dimethylglycine, CoQ10, and idebenone).11,26–28 In
addition, while participants were instructed to maintain their
normal diet, daily caﬀeine, and ﬁber intake, as well as their
normal activity/exercise level throughout the trial period,
baseline diﬀerences in these participant attributes could have
an impact on functional performance and treatment beneﬁt
results. There were too few participants in this trial to determine any diﬀerential eﬀect resulting from the use of these
supplements.
Finally, the small number of participants in this trial created
a challenge in determining whether diﬀerences in eﬃcacy
responses were aﬀected by the diﬀerent genetic abnormalities
or the degree of heteroplasmy present in those with mtDNA
encoding abnormalities. Heteroplasmy was not measured in
all participants, and of those participants with heteroplasmy
levels available, it was determined in various tissues, making
meaningful comparisons challenging.
There was no signiﬁcant improvement in distance walked in
the 6MWT when the participants were retested 2 days after
the cessation of treatment. This could be the result of the
short half-life of the drug. Larger studies are required to determine whether longer periods of treatment will further enhance exercise performance and to determine the duration of
the eﬀect of elamipretide. In addition, long-term daily intravenous administration is not practical in patients with
PMM. A subcutaneous formulation of elamipretide for longterm use is being studied.
The improvements in exercise performance and the welltolerated safety proﬁle of elamipretide in this trial are encouraging. Despite the inherent limitations of a small phase
I/II trial, this trial supports the proposed mechanism of
action of elamipretide, improving ATP synthesis regardless
of the underlying genetic defect impairing mitochondrial
respiration. The results justify a larger prospective trial to
determine the eﬀect of long-term administration of
the drug. This trial should include other measures of
physical functioning and assessment of the disabling
symptoms of fatigue and exercise intolerance in this patient
population.
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Study question
Does elamipretide safely improve exercise performance in
adults with primary mitochondrial myopathy (PMM)?
Summary answer
Elamipretide improves exercise performance in adults with
PMM without causing major adverse events.
What is known and what this paper adds
Elamipretide may restore functionality in mitochondrial
pathologies. This study provides Class I evidence that elamipretide restores motor function in PMM, a mitochondrial
disorder of skeletal muscle.
Participants and setting
This study enrolled 36 participants (97.2% white; 83.3% female; mean age, 42.5 years) across 4 US sites. Each participant
was 16–65 years old, with genetically and clinically conﬁrmed
mitochondrial myopathy, and could complete a 6-Minute
Walk Test (6MWT).
Design, size, and duration
This double-blind phase I/II trial divided the participants
into 3 dose cohorts (0.01, 0.10, and 0.25 mg/kg/h), each with
9 participants receiving elamipretide and 3 receiving placebo
formulations. Group assignments were determined with
a computer-generated random sequence. Participants underwent baseline assessments and started the treatment period,
during which they received IV infusions over 2 hours for 5
consecutive days.
Primary outcomes
The primary outcome was the from-baseline change in distance walked in the 6MWT on treatment day 5.
Main results and the role of chance
All participants completed the trial. Final post-hoc ANCOVA
model using the backward elimination approach showed an
adjusted increase in the 6MWT distance in the highest dose
group at day 5 compared placebo (p = 0.0297).
Harms
There were no serious adverse events, although 6 participants reported headaches, and 3 reported dizziness. The

elamipretide and placebo groups had similar adverse event
rates.
Bias, confounding, and other reasons
for caution
Results on the 6MWT can be imprecise and operator
dependent. The participants varied in their diets and
took various supplements and antioxidants during the
study. The small sample size hindered analyses of potential
confounders.
Generalizability to other populations
The participants were predominantly white women. This may
limit generalizability to non-white people and men.
Trial registration number
NCT02367014 on ClinicalTrials.gov.
Study funding/potential competing interests
This study was funded by Stealth BioTherapeutics. Some
authors report receiving funding, personal compensation,
and advisory committee appointments from Stealth BioTherapeutics and other pharmaceutical companies. Some
authors report receiving advisory committee appointments
from various foundations, receiving funding from government agencies, and serving on journal editorial boards. Go to
Neurology.org/N for full disclosures.
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full-length article and the journal editors edited and approved the ﬁnal version.
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Disputes & Debates: Editors’ Choice
Robert C. Griggs, MD, FAAN, Section Editor; Steven Galetta, MD, FAAN, Co-Editor

Editors’ note: Magnesium, hemostasis, and outcomes in patients
with intracerebral hemorrhage
In response to “Magnesium, hemostasis, and outcomes in patients with intracerebral
hemorrhage,” Drs. Zheng et al. share the results of their own investigation into admission
serum magnesium (ASM) and spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage (SICH) outcome.
They found that patients with favorable outcomes had higher ASM levels than those
patients who died within 30 days of admission. This association between low ASM levels
and 30-day mortality was consistent with the results by Liotta et al. However, the data
reported by Zheng et al. did not show that ASM was a predictor for 3-month outcome.
Authors Liotta et al. explain this divergence may be due to diﬀerences in the statistical
methodology and patient inclusion measures used in the studies.
Megan Alcauskas, MD, and Steven Galetta, MD
Neurology® 2018;90:666. doi:10.1212/WNL.0000000000005246

Reader response: Magnesium, hemostasis, and outcomes in patients
with intracerebral hemorrhage
Jun Zheng, Zengpanpan Ye, and Chao You (Chengdu, China)
Neurology® 2018;90:666. doi:10.1212/WNL.0000000000005247

We read with interest the article by Liotta et al.,1 in which lower admission serum magnesium
(ASM) was associated with worse outcomes in spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage (SICH).
We reevaluated the prognostic role of ASM in 395 SICH patients in the West China Hospital
during 2011 and 2016: 269 male (68.1%), mean age of 57.63 (13.06) years, hematoma volume of
25.599 (25.452) mL, Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) of 12, and ASM of 2.030 (0.368) mg/dL. With
t tests, 91 patients with favorable outcomes had higher ASM levels (2.111 [0.438] vs 2.006
[0.341] mg/dL, p = 0.016); lower ASM levels were found in 97 patients who died within 30 days
(2.062 [0.387] vs 1.931 [0.279] mg/dL, p = 0.002). After adjusting for the factors seen in Liotta
et al., the GCS (odds ratio [OR] 0.711, 95% conﬁdence interval [CI] 0.652–0.777, p < 0.001),
hematoma volume (OR 1.012, 95% CI 1.000–1.025, p = 0.049), hematoma volume change (OR
2.102, 95% CI, 1.637–2.699, p < 0.001), and ASM (OR 0.673, 95% CI, 0.490–0.924, p = 0.015)
were associated with 30-day mortality. Moreover, the GCS (OR 0.642, 95% CI 0.554–0.744, p <
0.001) and hematoma volume (OR 1.034, 95% CI 1.013–1.056, p = 0.001) were associated with
3-month outcomes, which kept with previous studies.1–3 However, ASM was not a predictor for
3-month outcomes (OR 0.519, 95% CI 0.099–2.713, p = 0.437). Therefore, our ﬁndings add new
and important data (i.e., ASM is associated with 30-day mortality) to the literature. However, the
association of ASM and 3-month outcomes needs further study.
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Author response: Magnesium, hemostasis, and outcomes in patients
with intracerebral hemorrhage
Eric M. Liotta, Shyam Prabhakaran, and Matthew B. Maas (Chicago)
Neurology® 2018;90:667. doi:10.1212/WNL.0000000000005272

We appreciate the interest of Zheng et al. in our article on magnesium, hemostasis, and
outcome in spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage (SICH),1 and their eﬀorts investigating the
topic. It is exciting that they observed an association between lower admission serum magnesium (ASM) and greater 30-day mortality, which is consistent with our ﬁndings and provides
additional conﬁrmatory evidence of a true ASM eﬀect. While Zheng et al. did not demonstrate
an association between ASM and 3-month mortality, there are potential reasons for this
diﬀerence between our studies. We analyzed 3-month outcome using an ordinal rather than
a binary mortality approach1; it is possible the binary mortality approach missed a functional
outcome eﬀect. We also analyzed outcomes only in patients presenting within 6 hours of
symptom onset and accounted for time from onset in our model. The morbid consequences of
delayed medical attention in late-presenting patients may predispose them to future medical
complications with an overwhelming eﬀect on 3-month mortality. This would be consistent
with our hypothesis of an acute hemostatic role of magnesium and literature, suggesting that
neurologic deterioration occurs early (less than 12 hours)2 and neurologic causes of death in
SICH occur before 30 days while medical causes of death occur later.3
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Editors’ note: 25-Hydroxyvitamin D deficiency and risk of MS among
women in the Finnish Maternity Cohort
Dr. Braillon raises several concerns regarding the methodology and conclusions found in
the study “25-Hydroxyvitamin D (25[OH]D) deﬁciency and risk of MS among women in
the Finnish Maternity Cohort,” including the jump from association to causality and the
lack of data related to smoking history. He likens the current state of 25(OH)D and
multiple sclerosis (MS) research to that of 25(OH)D and cancer, in which, he states, there
is a continuous ﬂow of ﬂawed positive studies despite several large negative trials. Authors
Munger et al. maintain that there is enough aﬃrmative evidence to conclude that low
vitamin D level is a risk factor for MS and even to support causality. The authors agree that
the lack of smoking data in the Finnish Maternity Cohort was a limitation of their study, but
when they excluded women with positive serum cotinine (a biomarker for nicotine metabolism), their results were unchanged.
Megan Alcauskas, MD, and Steven Galetta, MD
Neurology® 2018;90:667. doi:10.1212/WNL.0000000000005248
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Reader response: 25-Hydroxyvitamin D deﬁciency and risk of MS
among women in the Finnish Maternity Cohort
Alain Braillon (Amiens, France)
Neurology® 2018;90:668. doi:10.1212/WNL.0000000000005249

The claim by Munger et al.1 that “These results directly support vitamin D deﬁciency as a risk
factor for MS” deserves comment.
First, association is not causality.
Second, investigating for confounding variables is a basic prerequisite. For 25(OH)D, these are
numerous (e.g., smokers have lower levels and run a dose-dependent increased risk of developing multiple sclerosis [MS] plus rapid disability progression).2,3
Third, Munger et al. used ﬂawed methods for oﬀspring4: prenatal smoking exposure increases
the risk for oﬀspring adolescent daily smoking.
In a 2008 robust study in the general population (Third National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey [NHANES III]), the association between 25(OH)D and cancer mortality
was not signiﬁcant and disappeared after adjustment. Later, the Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and
Ovarian (PLCO) cancer screening trial failed to show evidence that 25(OH)D plays a protective role in cancer. Neither precluded a continuous ﬂow of ﬂawed publications about 25
(OH)D and cancer. For MS, Dr. Goldberg’s hypothesis in 1986 has lasted too long. Why are
there so few randomized controlled trials?5
Finally, why were smoking data (amount and duration) not retrieved from the Finnish Maternity Cohort? Smoking is the most important item to monitor during pregnancy—it is the
ﬁrst avoidable cause of preterm birth and more.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Author response: 25-Hydroxyvitamin D deﬁciency and risk of MS
among women in the Finnish Maternity Cohort
Kassandra L. Munger, Alberto Ascherio (Boston), Merja Soilu-Hänninen (Turku, Finland),
Heljä-Marja Surcel (Oulu, Finland), and Julia Åivo (Turku, Finland)
Neurology® 2018;90:668–669. doi:10.1212/WNL.0000000000005245

Although a randomized clinical trial of vitamin D supplementation on primary multiple sclerosis (MS) prevention would provide more compelling evidence of causality than observational
studies, challenges including cost, duration, and compliance make it unlikely that such a study
will be done. As is often the case in medicine, recommendations must be based on the best
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available observational evidence. Our study1 contributed to a large body of literature supporting
low vitamin D levels as a risk factor for MS.2
Applying the Bradford-Hill guidelines for assessing causality,3 the vitamin D and MS association
meets many, including temporality, strength of association, dose–response, biologic plausibility,
and consistency and coherence of study ﬁndings. A causal interpretation is further supported by
the results of multiple Mendelian randomization studies.4,5 Thus, when considered in the
context of the current literature, a causal interpretation of the vitamin D and MS association is
not inappropriate.
As discussed, one limitation to our study was lack of information on potential confounding
variables, including smoking (information not collected in the Finnish Maternity Cohort).1
However, we were able to measure serum cotinine (a biomarker of nicotine metabolism) and
restrict the analyses to women negative for cotinine (60%) and the results were unchanged,
with a 50 nmol/L increase in 25-hydroxyvitamin D associated with a 45% reduced MS risk (RR
0.55, 95% conﬁdence interval 0.37–0.82).
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Mokry LE, Ross S, Ahmad OS, et al. Vitamin D and risk of multiple sclerosis: a mendelian randomization study. PLoS Med 2015;12:
e1001866.
Rhead B, Baarnhielm M, Gianfrancesco M, et al. Mendelian randomization shows a causal eﬀect of low vitamin D on multiple sclerosis
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CORRECTION

Randomized dose-escalation trial of elamipretide in adults with
primary mitochondrial myopathy
Neurology® 2018;90:669. doi:10.1212/WNL.0000000000005461

In the article “Randomized dose-escalation trial of elamipretide in adults with primary mitochondrial myopathy” by A. Karaa et al.,1 there is an error in the last sentence of the
“Demographic and other baseline characteristics” subsection. The average daily dose for the
0.10 mg/kg/h dose cohort should be 12.7 mg rather than 2.7 mg as was published ahead of
print on March 2, 2018. The ﬁnal version published with the April 3, 2018, issue is correct.
The authors regret the error.
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